Ricks used auto

Sales: Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Matt did a
wonderful job of informing us about their RX The car was beautifully detailed and a joy to drive.
The low mileage was also a plus. We were able to take a long test drive and discover how well
the car handled. Matt was fully transparent on pricing and history and we never felt pressured at
any point. A great buying experience all around! We will visit Ricks for our next car purchase.
CarGurus was a very good option for locating our car options. Very easy to use. Great
communication and friendly staff. I was able to purchase my new to me SUV quickly, without
any hassles. I found one issue with the vehicle and they made it right without question. If I'm
ever in the market for another used car, I'll be returning to Rick's. Great selection! After letting
the dealer know I was coming from two hours away to purchase and exchanging phone and
email correspondence through the week I was informed the vehicle was sold the day before. I
could have put a deposit to hold till I could get there but was not given that option. Very
disappointed with the outcome. Back to square one. Answered all questions. Drove over miles
to see it, and it was as they said. Bought the truck. Great to deal with. Would buy from them
again. Very easy transaction. It was great! Everything went well. The guy that I dealt with was
pleasant and helpful! I couldn't have asked for a better experience. I have contacted Ricks used
cars a few times about their vehicles and they are always quick with a response and extremely
polite. I sent an email to the dealership and they responded with the information that l was
looking for and the numbers to contact them directly if l needed any more information. Once I
got to the dealership the salesman asked what I was looking for and gave me a little more about
what was on the lot and let me know he had some more trucks being detail. Rick's Used Cars.
Inventory Sales Reviews New Search. Best deals first. Showing 1 - 15 out of 63 listings Next.
CarGurus User. Other Nearby Dealers. A majority of all used US imports have either been in
accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject
to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands
of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with
a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping
millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden
problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with
their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had
the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us
and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search. For Businesses. Write a
Review. Contact the business for more information about recent service changes. See all 6
photos. See All 6. Kelso, WA Ask a question. Your trust is our top concern, so businesses can't
pay to alter or remove their reviews. Learn more. Honest, friendly, affordable. I'd check out this
inventory before looking anywhere else because of these reasons. Everyone is so nice and
helpful. I really like the pure honesty. I have a lot of respect for that. Integrity goes a long way!
Buyers Beware! Bought a car with less then K miles on it at Rick's in Longview. I drove it
exactly 47 miles and the check engine light came on and it broke down. I was told it was
purchased as is and they would not do anything about it. I was also told I should find another
mechanic to do the work since they one I used had charged me too much for it. Not the way to
do business. Owners have blatant disregard for its customers and complete lack of integrity.
Avoid at all cost! Great customer service, no pressure! I looked at many different cars, asked a
lot of questions and these guys were honest about the condition and history of each vehicle. I
wound up buying a nice dependable car that I'm very happy with! I will buy my next vehicle from
them and absolutely refer people to them! Thank you Rick's. I purchased a Dodge Truck from
this dealer on January 12th I purchased this truck without test driving the vehicle based on the
representation of the Owners saying the truck was a local truck with a fresh rebuilt transmission

and was ready to go to work. Because of the time of day I could not take to get diagnosed that
same afternoon. On Saturday I took the truck to Les Schwab in Gresham and was told that the
because of the braking issue the truck is unsafe to operate. I spoke with both Angela and Mike
regarding this safety issue and they refuse to make repairs. If your looking for a quality used
car, friendly customer service oriented sales men and a owner that stands behind what they are
selling. Bought a Vehicle from this man whom seemed at the time like a pretty honest guy, two
weeks into owning this rig my engine starts to leak. I call Ricks, speak to his wife who colorfully
informs me, the rig is boughten as is, after her telling me I was a stupid bitch and hanging up on
me, Rick the owner than calls me back and wants to know what was I calling and bitching about.
I can't believe this man and his wife are still in business. Don't want to get stuck a lemon. After
driving the car off the lot, while filling it with gas, we discovered a leak in the gas tank. Rick
came and picked the car up, had it fixed and ready for us in a few hours. He met us the next day,
even though the lot was closed and gave us the car. He was very apologetic even though it
really wasn't anything he had done, and sent us off with a gas gift card. We tried to pay him for
his work, but he refused our money and insisted we take the gift card. Rick and his family went
above and beyond to make us happy! It was well worth our time and effort. I would give this
place a 1 star simply based on the fact that we were greeted AFTER the owners wife light her 1st
cigarette of 4 in the 15 minutes we were there. The car we test drove had significant body
damage on every panel, brakes need replaced, exhaust leaks and is rusted, head gaskets
probably need replaced, no radio, check engine light was on, linkage was off. Granted, it's a '
But they wanted The only positive was the stance, but it was cut springs and done incorrectly.
Most embarrassing part is they have a shop attached. NADA put the trade in value at for a clean
trade in, so it is pure profit that they are making off it. Overall, the place was shady, lack of
respect for people walking on the premises calling it a lot would be a commitment , and felt like
they needed the cash extreme emphasis on cash , and felt we were interrupting their chain
smoking. There were also cars in better shape going for less. Shoppers beware. Beware of
Rick's Auto Sales. I drove it straight home and all the power locks stopped working, The next
morning only around 15 hrs later, I went to start the car, and the check engine light was on. My
son tried to call to talk with the owner, and his son would not let us get through. I tried to call
and talk with the owner and his wife , hung up on me. Both of them basically said F off. Sold as
is. Now if it had been a month out or more, I would understand but come on He has a shop
attached to his business with a mechanic. The place that, I had the vehicle fixed at , says they
probably knew that this car had issues. When I bought the car and seen the Car Fax, we also
asked them 2 times, if there were any other issues with the car, they said , oh your getting a
great car , great deal We came across an SUV for sale at this business. We went to test drive it
and took it on the freeway. My boyfriend noticed it pulled to the right and the owner's son said
that he would have their mechanic take a look at it. We were interested in purchasing it, with
cash in hand, but were waiting for my boyfriend's father, who has been a master mechanic for
years, to take a look at it the following morning. To begin, the same person who rode with us on
our test drive did not want my boyfriend's father to take it on the freeway this time. We can only
imagine that their mechanic looked at it and messed something up. I called Rick's to see if we
could take it to Les Schwabbs before purchasing the vehicle. A woman certainly the same rude
woman from the other posted review answered the telephone. I told her I was interested in
purchasing the SUV but would like to take it for a 15 minute front-end inspection at Les
Schwabbs. She said they don't allow customers to take their vehicles for inspections at Les
Schwabbs. She said that's fine, we have a kid coming in in about an hour to buy it, anyway. I
told her that that would be my boyfriend don't try to act like you've already got the car sold
when you don't and that we would need to take it to Les Schwabbs before purchasing it. At this
point I was very frustrated with talking to this woman. She said she would ask her husband to
be sure and after about 30 seconds came back on the line and said, "Nevermind". Nevermind
what? We can take it there or we can't? She said no, we can not. I told her then my boyfriend
and I would not be buying anything from this business, they don't have a sale. She said that's
fine. She said, and I quote, "I would not take my worst enemy to Les Schwabbs. Have fun
getting your money taken from you. I am just floored by this whole experience. This place is a
total scam. The vehicle has problems they were trying to cover up. I'm sure they wanted to pick
the place we went so we were told nothing was wrong with the vehicle before we bought it- then
we would be stuck with the repair costs! If they were so confident in their vehicles, why would
they pick and choose where their customers could take it to be inspected? Even so, you
shouldn't treat a customer like they are dumb because they take their vehicle to a certain
business. I have never been treated so horribly by someone in a professional position!
Please-spare yourself the time and trouble and don't go here for a used vehicle! This provider
has not enabled messaging on Yelp. Request information from other similar providers. Phone
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